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Material Bank & Mortarr Partner

The partnership between Material Bank and Mortarr brings tailored solutions that inspire, elevate and simplify design projects.

**MORTARR.COM** – Material Bank, the world’s largest architectural and design platform for sourcing and sampling materials, has partnered with Mortarr, the leading online source for inspiration, products and pros in commercial construction and design.

This collaboration provides an efficient, creative solution to streamline design projects through the discovery and sampling process. Mortarr’s platform features visually compelling “hot spotted” images, allowing users to explore, find inspiration and connect with industry professionals worldwide. Through Mortarr’s inspiration gallery, designers can perform a variety of actions, from saving images to digital pin up boards to now sampling through Material Bank.

Material Bank brings hundreds of leading brands and hundreds of thousands of materials to a single platform, fulfilling requests with lightning speed. Design professionals who order by midnight ET will receive their samples in a single box by 10:30 AM the next morning. Material Bank delivers a streamlined experience for designers to search a library of designs, colors, finishes and technical qualifications specific to each material.

“This partnership allows us to bring a reimagined customer experience to designers on the Mortarr platform. By uniting our complementary services, we can support individuals as they move through the design journey,” said Adam Sandow, CEO and founder of Material Bank. “We continue to seek partners who support the design process and bring innovative solutions that bridge the gap between concept and reality.”

Through the combination of Mortarr’s creativity hub and Material Bank’s diverse product catalog, technology platform, and logistics function, the two businesses collaboratively address the needs of the design market and community.

“Within three clicks, you can gain inspiration, source products, and now order samples all from one site, Mortarr.com,” said Abby Murray, CEO and co-founder of Mortarr. “We created Mortarr to streamline the way the industry works and our partnership with Material Bank takes that to the next level.”

###
About Mortarr
Mortarr is the single online source for inspiration, products, and pros in the commercial construction and design industry. Building the largest commercial design database in the world and empowering industries with technology, Mortarr allows users to showcase commercial projects and products, connect with industry professionals, grow networks of partnerships, and collaborate and track decisions in real time with clients and project teams. Headquartered in Minnesota, Mortarr, the Mortarr logo, and Building Beautiful Business are registered trademarks of Mortarr, LLC worldwide. For more information, visit mortarr.com.

About SANDOW*
SANDOW was founded by visionary entrepreneur, Adam Sandow, in 2003 with the goal of building a truly innovative media company that would reinvent the traditional publishing model.
Today, SANDOW is a fully integrated solutions platform powering innovation for the design and luxury industries. Its diverse portfolio of design media and technology companies include Interior Design, Luxe Interiors + Design, Metropolis, Galerie, and NewBeauty. Materials Innovation brands include global materials consultancy, Material ConneXion, and game-changing material sampling, logistics and sustainability platform, Material Bank. SANDOW brands also include research and strategy firm, ThinkLab. In 2019, SANDOW was selected by the New York Economic Development Corporation to become the official operator of NYCxDESIGN, beginning in 2020.